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Profs: Ax Summer Term

By Steve Hunter
Last Wednesday the Summer Session
Review Committee released its report
on the continuation of the Summer
Session and recommended the summer
program's elimination.
The committee recommended that
both the upperclass program and the
first year session be terminated, but the
r eport states that the " summer
program should be eliminated as soon
as that can be done without a dversely
a ffec ting the interests of students
pr esently enrolled. This assumes that
elimination of that program will not
result in a decrease of scholarship fun ds and that the monies currently spent
on summer instructional staff can be
converted to hiring additional faculty. •·
A second concern of the report is the
cost of the first year program. According to the report, " A typica l class of
summer starters will have 38 students
who receive aid for more than 6 terms
<ordinar ily 6 terms plus the initial
summer ) . Additionally , if those
students had been working during that
sum mer before they started, they
would have accumulated an additional
$1,000 in savings each. A rough
estimate of total additional scholarship cost for the first year summer
starters (that is, the aid beyond what
they would have received as fall starters) is $90,000·115,000 for each class."
The report addresses the two sum-

mer programs separately. The report
cited the virtues of the first year summer session : allowing older students to
return to academics gradually ,
providing a lighter load for students for
their entire first year, and reducing
streSs for students by giving them only
two graded classes at a time when the
law school has fewer people.
The report discusses drawbacks to
the summer session. One is that there
are many summer starters who are
" draftees," who do not begin law school
in the summer by choice. This means
that many students who choose not to
graduate early are forced to bear the
cost of an extra semester of law school.
Also, many students who are con·
sidered hot prospects by the a dmissions
committee refuse to matriculate unless
they can come in the fall , and some do
go elsewhere.
But the report goes on to quote Admissions Officer Allan Stillwagon as approximating that although 75 percent of
those offered summer admissions
would prefer fall , by the end of the
summer 75 percent of the same people
are glad they started early. The report
a lso states that a " petition from the
summer students and conversations
with those students suggests that that
percentage might be even higher."
That petition was circulated by
current summer starters Nancy King
and Sally Churchill. King and Churchill

both feel that the summer program
should be retained, and 80 of their
classmates signed a petition agreeing
with them. They cite smaller classes, a
more relaxed environment and a chance to see visiting professors as reasons
for saving the session.
" We feel it's an excellent learning
environment," King said. As for " draftees," Churchill feels the law school
doesn't sell the program enough. " If
you sold it more, I am convinced you'd
get enough students . You would
eliminate compulsion."
The report does address the issue of
promoting the summer session, citing
Stillwagon's changes in the application,
which, according to him , " emphasized
the camaraderie and high morale found
in Section Four, hinted at the attraction
of summer -starters to some firms
willing to consider first-year hiring,
and indulged in some blatant puffery."
Nevertheless, in a footnote to the committee's recommendation, Prof. Israel
expressed concern that " we do not
make a sufficient effort to sell the
summer program ."
In the second section, the report addressed the upperclass program . One
of the problems with it, according to the
report, is dwindling class size. The
report stated that of the 8 classes taught
last summer, only one had more than 35
students, three had between 16 and 35,
three had between 8 and 15, and one had

less than 8 students. The report also
said that the upperclass program " im·
poses substantial additional scholarship costs."
As for visiting profs, the report
states, " In light of the current number
of visitors during the fall and spring,
the limited number of summer upperclass courses , and the increased
dispersal of our own faculty during the
summer, that benefit is not nearly a s
great as it once was."
The final section of the report explored alternatives to the curren t
summer program . The first is to
abolish the summer program, thereby
saving approximately $230-250,000 in
scholarship money and $5,000.10,000
clerical time, as well as " consideraoJe
e.ffort on the part of the Admissions office ." This would also sa ve an
estimated $10,000 for the Lawyers Club.
In addition, Dean Eklund is quoted in
the report as saying " there would be
virtually no effect on room assignments
for either fall or winter terms ." The
final virtue of this alternative, accor ding to the report, would be to " maintain class quality in a period of
declining applications, particularly as
to residents."
The report states that on the other
side, this option would burden Cook
funds for at least 3 more summers
See CUT, page 7

Sandalow Pulls Down
Six Figures Annually
By Kevin Tottis
Law School Dean Terrance Sanda low
joined the $100,000 Club this year. According to recently released figures by
the University, Sanda low makes
$105,952 for his job as law school dean.
That puts Sandalow among a small
handful of University faculty members
who take home more than six figures a
year and the only full -time member of
the law school community to pull in that
amount. Most others in the group are
deans or medical school professors.
On the other end of the scale, firstyear Assistant Prof. Jessica Litman
bas the lowest salary of any full-time
academic professors in the school :
$41,000. However, like most faculty
members, Litman has only a ninemonth appointment, which leaves three
months out of the year for other interests.

Not surprisingly, clinical law
professors' salaries ranked well below
their counterparts in the classroom.
For example , Clinic Head Paul
Reingold takes home $40,000; Prof.
Martin Geer makes $35,256.
Other professors at the top end of the
scale include : Associate Dean Edward
Cooper at $94 ,000 ; Profs. Yale
Kamisar, Wade McCree a nd J oseph
Sax each take home $87,000.
Among other administrator s ,
Associate Dean Susan Eklund earns
$47,500 and Assistant Dean Virginia
Gordan takes home $30,500.
Visiting pr ofessors also tended in
many cas es to take home large
salaries. For instance, Visiting Prof.
Roger Cramton will earn a whopping
$91 ,000 for his eight month appointment
while his fellow visitor Rudolf Dolzer
will get $68,000.

Moot Court Results
Photo by Bruce Vie-lmttu

Masspirg's Doug Phelps says Michigan law students will serve one percent of
the population. Phelps spoke at the Alternative Practice Conference. See ALTERNATIVE, page 5.

The following teams will progress to
he semifinal rounds of the Campbell
Moot Court Competition in February:
Mueller
Weinhardt!Rundelli
Rynders

Dimon/ McCarthy
Sharp/Boehrer
McCallister/ Garcia
Foran/ Berry
Pfeifer/ Levy
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2,4,6,8,
. Come on,
Let 's Evaluate
Course evaluations. Nobody likes them ,
everybody hates them.
Professors resent having to give up fifteen
minutes of their precious class time,
especially at a time when most of them are
hopelessly behind the syllabus . Students
resent having to was te their time on
something they consider mickey mouse.
Even so, course evalua tions are worth
doing. And they're worth doing right. That
means professors should give their students
fifteen minutes to fill them out, not five. It
also means that students should take the
evaluations seriously, and if they don't think
that the computer scored section has any
value, they should write specific comments on
the back.
Students complain a lot about lack of feedback and lack of input. But when it comes
right down to it, a lot of us are too lazy even to
take fifteen minutes for constr uct ive
criticism.
Probably, a lot of students don't think that
professors ever read their evaluations. And
probably, some of them don't. But a lot of
professors do read evaluations, and might be
inclined to take them more seriously, if they
thought s tudents did.
Evaluations of visiting professors are
especially important. You want some influence on the hiring process? Fill out those
evaluations. Believe it or not, the faculty does
consider teaching ability when it decides
whether or not to hire.
And while we're at it, first years, fill out
those case club questionnaires. For once,
somebody has made a considerable effort to
pinpoint the problems with case club. And we
are assuming that somebody is going to read
those questionnaires, carefully. So it's worth
a try. Tell them what you think.
Look, we 've never cared much for surveys. But which of us is going to go up to
professors or senior judges and tell them what's
wrong with their class? You've got a chance
to be honest, anonymously. Go for it.

=---

Polarization P olitics:
Whose Side Are Yon On?
By Andrea Lodahl
Rather than try to write a detached essay for the
Opinion page this week, I thought I'd indulge myself
in addressing my peers about a persistent thorn in
my side: the polarization of this commumty interms of legal roles.
Now that the interviewing sea son is over , maybe
we cor porate tools can r elax and look our public interest buddies in the face again without feeling
strange about our different paths. Then again,
maybe not.
This career carnival that commenced in September and fi nally ground to a jangling halt recently,
leaving everyone exhausted and most people behind
in their classwork, seemed to finalize the split between the "corporate" camp and the " public interest" people in the second year. The polarization
along car eer lines that Michigan students seem to
find so natural, though, may be less than rational
and kind of a shame.
There are times when, to hear some people talk,
you'd think every fi rm lawyer sharpened her teeth
with a file at night. Criticism of the immoral aspects of some legal work is certainly valid and
valuable. Perhaps, though, the people who so
strenuously bemoan the lack of critical insight
among "corporate types" are guilty of a little bit of
the same.

Not every action a businessman wa nts to take is
immoral. Many if not most business matters ar e
negotiations between two business entities with objectives that have nothing to do with starving the
poor, raping the environment, or running roughshod
over constitutional rights . Tr ue, some law firms
specialize in nasty work like environmental defense
a nd many business matters have some less than
pleasant side issues. Other law firms and other
business matters don't have these defects. There
are firms that make money while doing little or no
morally questionable work. Makmg money 1sn't
what makes the difference.
It's true that legal help is overpriced in this country, and that rich entities are overrepresented while
poor ones are underrepresented. So maybe it's

especially moral to choose to represent those who
need it most. I don't see how it rationally follows ,
though, that a client who can afford the fee must be
a bad client. I could only arrive at that conclusion if
1 condemned the accumulatiOn of capital in and of
itself, and I'm not prepared to repudiate capitalism.
So I see no polar scale where "good" lawyers and
poor people are at one end, and " bad" lawyers and
rich corporations are at the other.
People who prefer business work for their own
reasons, which may have both substantive and
lucrative aspects, probably run a higher risk of cooptation. They have to be especially careful to
examine what they're doing, and they tend to be
surrounded by a scale of reference that evaluates
legal work in millions of dollars at stake. That's
their problem . There's no justification for
presuming they won't find a moral resolution to it.
Many sleazy deals are cut in social services agencies, public defender offices and labor unions too.
It's far too simplistic to suggest that rights are only
endangered by corporations. Dirty work done for
individuals is dirty ; clean work done for corporations is clean, and attempts to evade the ethical
question which will arise with every case are not
honest.
I firmly believe that every lawyer must consider
the ethical implications of each legal job they do, in
the big picture as well as the immedia te one. I
asked every law firm I saw what it would mean if I
turned down a case because it bothered me
ethically. And I don 'l counsel ethical complacency.
But I am tired of hearing blanket condemnations of
firm lawyers when I see lawyers who put a full time
pro bono docket on top of their corporate work and
wouldn'tgive up either one.
I applaud those who work on the right side of
cases wherever they do it, and especially those who
opt for a far less lucrative career representing underprivileged clients. I also deplore pseudomoralistic bigotry regarding career choices. Such
behavior discredits the intelligence of those seduced
into it by dogmatic politics a;"Jd self-<:ongratulatory
groupthink.

Lodahl Just Disgruntled
Over Democratic Outcome
To the Editor:
Andrea Lodahl's Opinion column in the November
14 RG made several statements to which I must
take exception. She began by asking if we are
pr imarily capitalists or a democracy, suggesting
that Reagan's large victory will result in insufficient welfare programs and hence lack of
equality.
I do not believe that capitalism and democracy
are in any way diametrically opposed. In fact , it is
our free democracy that allows capitalism to
flourish, and it was our desire for free enterprise
that fueled the American Revolution and helped
generate our democracy.
What Lodahl fails to admit is that this election
like those before it , was democracy a t its best ; th~
major ity of our citizens made known their wishes re
national policy through the ballot box. It is Lodahl's
position which may be undemocratic. She a ppears
to call not for the progra ms approved by the
democratic process, but those which she personally
deems democratic.
In r ejecting the return to expansive Great
Society-style welfar e spending the majority of our

citizens did not reject compassion or food for star ving children . Rather, in true democratic fashion,
they asserted their right to control the spending of
their money and the functioning of their government.
The voters' judgment was that expanded welfare
programs must be rejected in favor of less taxes
leaving more disposable income in the hands of
those earning it. ll is fortunate that we still have a
democracy where voters have this power, rather
than a government that appropriates its citizens'
earnings against their collective will for purposes
they have not a pproved.
Lodahl suggests the election outcome reflects
"elitism ". It is not in the results of a free
democratic election that we find elitism , but rather
in Lodahl's insistence that she and her ideological
siblings know what is fair and democratic better
than the majority of our citizens.
While I understand that the election results
disappointed her, I think Lodahl should give the
wishes of the nation's vast majority some consideration a nd credit, for that is the essence of
democracy.
Joe Mazzarese, 2L

The Comparable Worth Debate:
A Recipe for Economic Disaster
By D ave Kopel

One of the most important feminist issues to arise
in the 1984 campaign was "comparable worth ."
Almost all the Democratic Presidential candidates
endorsed it. It will be fought in the legislatures and
litigated in the courts for at least the rest of this
decade.
The argument for comparable worth goes like
this: Although the federal government recognizes
over five hundred job classifications, e ighty percent
of all working women are concentrated in just twenty five of those classes. The women in these
traditionally female jobs-such as secretaries, nurses. and telephone operators-are underpaid. When
you compare the skills necessary to perform these
jobs with skills needed to perform traditionally
male jobs, you find that the female jobs are just as
difficult. Yet the females earn far less. As Gary

economic system doesn't base reward on notions of
a "just price." As Michael Evan Gold points out in
A Dialogue on Comparable Worth, a civil
engineer·'s work is no less demanding than a
petroleum engineer's, but the civil engineer earns
far less. No-one would suggest that the government
should compel companies to pay their civil
engineers just as much as their petroleum
engineers.
Moreover, it's hard to see why women in these
particular job catagories deserve special government aid. All workers choose their jobs not only
for salary, but for other forms of compensation as
well. II some women prefer clean, safe, indoor jobs
that don't require travel, that's their option; but
they shouldn 't complain that those jobs pay less
than dangerous work like repairing telephone lines.
Comparable worth s upporters complain that

... Comparable worth is a recipe for economic
disaster. Comparable worth violates the basic
assumptions of post-feu dal economics. It's a
scheme that can't work, and even if it could work,
it would be an instrument of class oppress_io_n_._ _ __
Hart wrote, " ln my own state of Colorado, nurses
earned monthly star ting salaries of $1,064, compared with male tree trimmers and painters, who
earned $1 ,164 and $1,191 a month respectively."
Advocates of comparable worth propose that firms evaluate their jobs according to a " factor-point"
analysis. Factor-point analysis assigns points to
various jobs skills and difficulties. For example, a
job that requires no supervision of others might get
one point ; a job that required " a little" supervision
might get three points; and jobs that required "a
great deal of supervision" might get seven points.
Similarly, a job that involved no heavy lifting would
get no pomts ;a job that demanded lifting weights up
to twenty pounds would get thr ee points, and a job
that required lifting up to a hundred pounds might
get eight points.
or course the point scale and the point catagories
vary from one facto r-point system to another.
Anyway, once you get all the factor -points for a
given firm figured out, you compare the salaries of
the various employees. If the telephone Hneman
gets eighty-seven factor-points, and the telephone
operator gets one hundred and fifteen factor-points,
you conclude that the telephone operator's earning
less than the lineman is unfair , and she ought to get
a raise , so that she earns more than he does .
In a nutshell, that's what comparable worth is.
Actually, my description so far has omitted one
crucial factor : comparable worth is a recipe for
economic disaster. Comparable worth violates the
basic assumptions of post-feuda l economics. It's a
scheme that can't work, and even if it could work, it
would be an instrument of class oppression.
Comparable worth is completely alien to our
cur rent economic system , which assumes that there
is no fixed price for a nything, but that what
something is worth is what a buyer will pay for it.
Comparable worth derives from the medieval
notion of a " just price." But America's current

Submissions
Policy

women are channeled into certain jobs, and really
don't have the option to become tree trimmers. lf
that's true, then all of us feminists should work for
the election of a President who will enforce existing
anti-discrimination laws. The American way is to
guarantee equality of opportunity, not equality of
outcome.
The most serious objection to comparable worth
is that it just can't work. By definition, firms will be
paying women in certain job categories a wage
above the market level. Some oligopolistic fir ms

what the market demands will of course encourage
more people to go into nursing instead of treetrimming, leaving us with labor surpluses and shortages. And then we'll need more government intervention to solve that supply and demand imbalance.
Even supporters of comparable worth admit that
it would spur inflation. In Comparable Worth
and Wage Discrimination, Helen Remick writes
that immediate nationwide implementation of comparable worth would give us 4 extra points of inflation a year for a decade. Remick argues that the
inflation problem isn't that bad, because comparable worth would not be implemented all at once. So then we could have a generation of inflation,
instead of just ten years' worth.
It's not surprising the impetus for comparable
worth comes from white middle-dass organizations
like the National Organization for Women, because
the long-run (if unintended> effect of comparable
worth would be to entrench current inter<lass income disparities. Factor-pOint analysis gives
heavy points for having degrees, and for supervising, and for being a mid-level bureaucrat. That's
why a janitor's supervisor gets so many more points
than a janitor, even though a janitor's work is much
harder. (Of course it's possible to devise factorpoint scales that don't have this fault, but such
scales would put the telephone lineman ahead of the
secretary, which is exactly the result comparable
worth advocates don't want.) Widespread use of
compara ble worth would further the trend to
credentialism, to the accumulation of pretentious
job titles, and to rewarding those push paper instead of those who do things.
Comparable worth says that a dental technician
ought to earn more than a truck dr iver. But comparable worth validates the huge salary gap between a dental tecbnician and a lawyer. In order to
close the gap between pink collar and blue collar
wages, comparable wor th ratifies the superlor

The real unjust wage disparity in America is the
one between professionals and everyone else.
When you go to the dentist, the dental technician
does most of the work, but the dentist keeps most
of the money. When you have a simple will made,
the paralegal drafts it and the lawyer gets the fee.
will be able to pass on the wage increase to the consumer. But firms in the competitive sector of the
economy can't. ln order to keep labor costs from
driving them out of business, the firms will have to
lower wages for male workers, which will, of course, also keep the firm from attracting the kind of
workforce it needs to.
Or with secretarial wages forced to an artificial
high, the firm may decide to replace labor with
capital. The only way to get around the problems
caused by mis-allocation would be repeal the
market entirely, and have the government set
wages. That's exactly what happened in Australia,
where, in order to enforce comparable worth, a
government agency sets wages. Do we really want
a national wage<ontrol board?
And raising secretarial and nursing wages above

position of the white collar wag~rner .
The real unjust wage disparity in America is the
one between professionals a nd everyone else. When
you go to the dentist, the dental technician does
most of the work, but the dentist keeps most of the
money. When you have a simple will made, the
paralegal drafts it, and the lawyer gets the fee .
Why shouldn't dental technicians be able to practice
in their own office, and refer complicated cases to a
dentist? Why shouldn't paralegals be able to perform simple legal tasks in their own of(ice too?
Since dental technicians, paralegals, and most
other victims of over ly restrictive licensing ar e
female , fe m inists should join with other
progressives to figh t laws that unfairly prevent
people from competing with highly<redentialed
rich professionals.

The Res Gestae encourages submissions for the
Opinion and Forum pages as well as letters to the
Editor. Everything must be typed and doublespaced, and have a name and phone number wher e
the author can be reached. Although subjects
relating to law school concerns are particularly encouraged, other pieces will also be considered.
Debate and point<ounterpoint subjects may be
suggested as well.
Despite repeated assertions of our right to edit
and cut submissions, every piece submitted this

semester has arrived with a note appended saying
" Please do not cut this without my permission." lf
they said please. So, one more lime : we will not
promise not to take liberties with your submissions
although generally we try to restrict editing of
editorial pieces to length adjustment only.
The best bet for seeing an unadulterated piece in
print is to, in the words of our admissions manual,
" Bear in mind that brevity is the soul of wit." This
Submissions PoHcy is not to be used as guideline for
brevity or, for that matter , wit.

Peer Schools Aid Repayment
By Bruce Vielmetti

When the faculty 's scholarships and
awards committee finally gets around
to discussing the need for and
feasibility of easing the debt burden of
students entering public interest law,
current programs at other major law
schools which address that problem will
receive close scrutiny.
Standards for receiving aid from loan
repayment programs differ among
schools, but all the existing plans do
operate to ease, if not remove, the
heavier financial burdens of law
graduates who pursue some of the
lower paying variations of the career.
Imagine you graduate and go to work
for Native Americans' rights in South
Dakota. You'll earn very little, but
you're still able to meet the repayments
on your $25,000 of student loan debt with
the help of interest free loans from law
school.
Imagine you stay in such a job for
several years; some of your
educational debt would be forgiven
outright.
Sound incredible? It can happen under Harvard Law School's Low lncome
Protection Plan, and nearly happens
under similar plans at other schools.
A faculty committee intends to discuss
the need and feasibility of such a
program at Michigan this year.
Renda Johnson, director of financial
aid at Harvard, said the plan was begun
seven years ago after fa culty voted to
set aside money from the general endowment to finar.ce it. She said there

are currently about 40 Harvard law
graduates receiving aid from the plan.
J ohnson said Harvard's plan is open
to grads who take any law-related, lowincome jobs <salaries under $25,000). A
committee makes final decisions on
qualification.
Requirements under Columbia 's
George Jaffin Loan Assistance
Program are stricter. To qualify,
grads must be working full time as
lawyers, for non-profit organization
fede r al tax-exempt status , or for
government. The salary limit is
$27,500, and any private practice, parttime work or clerkships are expressly
excluded from the program.
John Snook, director of financial a id
at Columbia , said the program was
made entir ely possible by the
generosity of Jaffin, whom he called a
"older , free-spirited alum."
Snook said five graduates entered the
program last year, and that a
maximum of 10 per year is envisioned,
with a payment range to graduates of
$600-$2500 a year.
" We really need to spell out some
more of the details," Snook said. " The
progr am is new enough (three years>
that we don't know them a ll yet. "
The Jaffin program also s upplies
stipends to second year students on
summer jobs, Snook said.
If a graduate's adjusted gross income
is less than $15,000, for example, he or
she would be expected to pay $600 of
any annual loan repayment obligation,
and an interest free Jaffm award would

pay the rest. The portion of the award
shifts over five ranges. At the top end,
a graduate with income between $27,000
and $30,000 would be expecled to pay
$3,520, plus 63 percent of any income
over $27,000, on his or her loan debt,
before a Jaffin Award would fill in.
The Jaffin loans themselves then
could be completely forgiven in whole
or in part depending on how long a
graduate r emains in qualifying em·
ployment.
Stanford's program, to become ef·
fective with this May's g r a duating
class, is called the Public Interest Low
Income Protection Plan. Like Colum·
bia's plan, it offers repayment aid only
to grads in government jobs, or
working for tax-exempt organizations.
Stanford's ratio of free loan amount
to adjusted gross income is almost
identical to Columbia' s, a nd its
forgiveness component is also similar.
After three years of public interest
work, the interest-free loan would be
forgiven in 25 percent inc re ments,
allowing complete forgiveness in seven
years.
The programs include a spouse's in·
come in calculating an applicant's adjusted gross income, and a ll expect
graduates to utilize any federal loan
consolidation programs that may
become available.
At New York University Law School,
the fi nancial aid committee has
proposed a loan repayment plan .
However, it has met criticism from an
ad hoc student group for its failure to
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Oka y, folks, this is it. The last RG of
the semester. Just be gra teful we
fina lly managed to put out an eight
pager okay?
See ya next semester. New staff,
same old stuff.
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The Res Gestae is pleased to announce the editor in chief for 1985, Andrea
Lodahl. Lodahl is currently the opinion
editor.
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include a forgiveness component. The
group drafted its own in-depth proposal
for a loan forgiveness program at NYU
early this month.
" As a leader in publir interest legal
education," the proposal said , " NYU
has a s pecial r esponsibility to its
students and the legal community. A
loan forgi veness program which ac·
tually makes possible careers in public
service is a logical outgrowth of NYU's
historical role in training lawyers for
public service.
Yale Law School also has a fairly
generous loan repayment program ,
with a $32,000 salary cap on eligibility
and open to graduates in even non-legal
public interest work. Its forgiveness
component is currently only in a
proposed form, according to the NYU
student proposal and report.
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Law Gold Heads For Final

Photo by Bruce Vaelm<1ll

It was cold, but they were hot. Law Gold beat their semi-final opponents,

2~.

in·

creasing their shut-out streak to three games. The Gold gets a chance to take it all
in the Competitive league final on Sunday at I :30 p.m.. Mitchell Field. Left : James

Photo by Bruce Vi<lmeui

Collett centers the ball to Dave Campbell, hovering in fron t of the .goal. Right :
Players try to stay warm and loose during haHtime. From left : Collett, David
Roland, John Sedor, lhor Federowycz, John Spilman, Bob Woodruff, Ted Heinrich,
Doug Schleicher, Greg Hale, Bill Sailer, Monti Stegen .

'Alternative' Careers Explored

By Andrea Lodahl
An " Alternative Practice Conferen·
ce", jointly sponsored by the National
Lawyers' Guild and the Placement Of.
fice, brought eighteen lawyers from the
public interest side of the profession to
the Law School on Nov . 17 to give hints
on pursuing a public interest career .
The Conferen ce was opened by Doug
Phelps, from MASSPIRG and Ha rvard
University, who delivered a keynote
address stressing the importance of serving the public. Phelps, who pioneered
the public interest component of Harvard's Placement Office, de clared
" The kind of law that students like
Harvard students and Michigan students are going into is ser ving approximate ly one perc ent of t he
population of this country." He noted
that surveys he conducted showed vir·
tua Uy no overlap between what Harvard s tudents think are the pressing
issues of the day and what they will do
during an average day at the office.

HLSA

Alter the address the conference
broke up into six small group seminars
en tilled " Civil Rights" , "Community
Or g an izatio n ". " Environmental
Law", " Government", " Labor" and
" Legal Ser vice ." Eric Hard , an
organizer , suggested that students in·
terested in public interest work can
be nefit from " concrete anecdotes"
about the various practice options.
" This is a way to make people ask
themselves harder questions about
what sort of law they'd like to end up
practicing," Hard said in an interview
Sunday.
At a reception held in the Lawyers'
Club after the s essions broke up,
featuring wine, beer, and great hors
d'oeuvres, Theodore Shaw of the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund in New York
suggested that the primary difficulty
for public interest employers is picking
the students who have genuine com·
mitment to public interest work out of a

large pool of applicants. " It helps to
work there for a summer," Shaw said.
Commenting on the role of the law
s chool in proferring career alter·
natives, Shaw noted several blocks that
exist in major law schools. " The
professors identify with the blue chip
law firms ," Shaw said, " and the im·
plication is that those are the best
lawyers." He a lso spoke favorably of
loan forgiveness programs, stress ing
that " lots of people would like to do
public interest work but just can't af·
ford to do it. "
Alan Barak, a Michigan grad now
working with the Department of the At·
torney General in Lansing, was active
in public interest activities during his
years at UM, cofounding PIRGIM with
Representati ve P e rry Bulla r d <D·
Mich) and others and later working
with the Legal Assistance Foundation
in Chicago.
" How did I get that job ?" he

Proposes Office Plan

By Kim Cahill
The Law School Student Senate an·
nounced that they hope to have a
proposal from the Task Force on Office
Space ready for Senate consideration
by its next meeting on Dec. 3.
Me mbers of the Hispanic Law
Students Association (HLSA) suomit·
ted a draft of allocation proposals two
weeks ago, and the Task Force has
spent the last two meetings refining the
proposal for use by all s tudent
organizations. The senate plans to
distribute a questionnaire to all groups
who want oCCice space at the start of
Winter term and make allocations at
hearings in Februar y.
The Task Force has proposed split·
ting the seventh floor office space into a
conference room a nd an office. The
conference room would be available to
all student groups who notified the
LSSS of a need to use the room , but the

senate would limit the use of the room
to provide reasonable access for aU
groups. A group that used the seventh
floor conference room space for one
year would be eligible to petition the
senate for regular assigned space.
The seventh floor office would join
the six offices in the basement of Legal
Resear ch as office space that would be
eligible for reallocation every year
depending on the number of groups
requesting space and the needs of those
particular groups. The Task For ce
spent most of Monday night's meeting
drafting questions that groups would
answer before being assigned office
space. The senate, in a process similar
to the budgetary process, would hear
a nd evaluate each group's presentation
and then allocate the available space.
The task force proposed five
questions to evaluate a group's need for
office space. The questions encompass
a group's need for actual file and desk

space, its need for confidentiality, its
need for cultural and social support,
and its need for visibility to the general
public. The senate also wants to assess
each group's ideas about sharing an of·
fice with another group.
The final hurdle facing the Tas k Force is to decide how each question should
be weighted in the allocation decision.
A number of different mathematical
proposals were r aised at Monday's
meeting, but the Task Force tabled that
question in favor of articulating
specific criterion for decision . The
group is primarily concerned with
giving all the different groups an even
shot at the available space. Senator
Reggie Turner asked, " Can we give a
maximum score on confidentiality the
same importance as a maximum score
on frequency of use? I think it's a really
difficult decision, and I'm not sure that
a numerical scale wilJ give a proper
result. "

reminisced. " I stayed up all night
working on a project for a labor law
professor, pulled on my interview suit
and got on the train. It helps if you look
like you haven't slept in a few days- I
recommend that to every law student."
Asked what was the single most im·
portant thing he'd like to tell students
looking into public interest jobs, Barak
said " It's great fun. That's why I do it.
And it's nice to be paid a living wage for
having fun . Be aggressive in getting
your first job. "
Hard described the overaU purpose of
the conference as " To attempt to make
up for the fact that one sort of legal
practice exercises hegemony over
Room 200."

Moore's Bar
Exam Course
#1 Live Bar Revie w
in Michigan
Complete Course $495, includes
complete multi-state program
G uaranteed P ass Results
(313) 968-3933

JerryJ. Kauf man, J.D. L.L.M.
AttorneyI Director

MOORE'S BAR EXAM Corp. is looking
for student reps for Michigan course
with complete multi-state clinics. Reps
get free course and commission. Call
today.
Kaufman Review Center.
(313)968-3933.

Arts
Law Students To Stage Play
By Carol Shepherd
In your hurry to get last week 's
business done with and wing your way
home to the Big Feast, you may have
noticed auditions posters among the
other papers cluttering the walls of
Hutchins Hall. The auditions are for
the play "Anatomy of a Murder,"
which second-year Steve Taber hopes
to produce and direct next term. 'if all
goes well.
Taber has already reserved the
Lawyers ' Club Lounge for the weekend
of February 15, 16 and 17 for the play's
performance. The idea, according to
Taber , is to " create an opportunity for
law students to become involved" in a
law school or iented performing activity. All law students are encouraged
to s ign up to audition for parts, help
work lighting, help with the business
end of the production, or usher or simply attend the performance in
February.
Taber emphasized that " while there
are many theater activities in the Ann
Arbor area, it is very hard to get a part
in a play on campus," mostly because
campus productions are dominated by
the members of the groups that produce
them, such as the Professional Theatre
Program CPTP).
" While we want people to do a good
job, this is going to be an amateur
production and not a pr ofessional
production," Taber said. " We expect to
have a very reasonable number of
rehearsals, and the whole thing will be
over with by spr ing break." It may be
true that there are a lot of Ann Arbor
theater activities for the law student

Crossword

playgoer to choose from, but this play
will be a rare opportunity to see fellow
students " in action."
Set in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan, "Anatomy of a Murder" is
old-fashioned small-town courtroom
drama at its best. (There's a lot to be
said for the genre, considering the
recent success of Paul Newman's The
Verdicl. ) The book was originally
written by alumnus John D. Voelker,
who graduated from the Law School in
1928. It was adapted into play form by
E. Weiner, and was further adapted for
the screenplay of the famous movie
" Anatomy of a Murder" starring a
then-youthful Jimmy Stewart in the
role of the crack prosecutor from Lansing (the State Capital and a Bigger
City>.
According to Ta ber , the subject matter should be "a natura l" with the law
school crowd, and the production has an
economic advantage from the start :
actors participating in the trial scenes
can simply wear their interviewing
suits, and the rest of the costuming and
setting will cost very little, if anything.
(There are probably enough props
lurking around Hutchins Hall.)
Taber chose the name "Obiter Dicta"
for the theatrical activities of the group
during the rehearsal of the play next
term, although this project is all that he
contemplates for this year. " P utting on
even one play in a year with a group of
law students is a big accomplishment,"
he said, "considering the scarcity of
free time around here . Whenever
anybody feels in the future that another

project is fea sible or desira ble, the
name will be there then for them to use
as well."
Taber plans to present the play on a
s imple stage in the Lounge " prima rily
for the am usement of the la w school
community, a lthough the g ener a l
public will also be invited." There will
be a small admission fee to r ecoup the
expenses incurred by the play, a nd any
profits from a big turnout will go from
there to SFF.
Ta ber emphasized, however, tha t
funding SFF was only incidental to the
production of the play itself. " I want to
put Oal this play because I know that
there are students her e who, given the
chance , would rea lly like to do
something with drama at law school ,
but don't have the lime to actively seek
and compete for roles on campus .
There are students every year who are
interested in par ticipating in the La w
Revue, and this is similar. Hopefully,
we will get the number of people we
need to put on the play, because I think
that the students in the audience will
enjoy it almost as much as the students
on stage."
The play needs a minimum of 14
players for performa nce. Auditions a re
to be held tomorrow and Friday, the
29th and 30th of November , in Room
118. The sign-up sheet for auditions is
outside the LSSS office. Audition slots
are available from 3 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 9
p.m. on both days.
Auditions will be "cold," from parts
of lhe script provided by Taber at the
time. lf enough peoplt! are interested to

By Joseph Mazzarese
23. heart

26. Mr. Norton
27. preclusion <I ega I>
30. baseball tool
32. thought
33. Old English
35. in example Oatin abbrev. >
36. patellas
38. refused
40. objective case of thou
41. Defense Dept. acronym
42. unhappy
DOWN
l. whitefur

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ACROSS
1. historical basis for injunctions
7. regret
10. burst
12. some
13. angle cut

14. off center
16. International Labor Org.
17. browse
19. National League
20 Japanese coin
21. accelerates engine

feather pens
at that level (2 words>
ending for favor or stalact
paint thinner
time period <abbrev.)
7. hoist
8. raw
9. look at
11 . sensory organ
15. work after Big
18. scrambled
20. affirmative
22. South Dakota
24. collection
25. fencer 's sword
28. agreements
29. low law grade
30. sleeping place
31. old
34. compass direction
36. young goat
37. exclamation

get a production underway, Taber will
pass out scripts soon after auditions so
that the players can begin studying
Jines over the semester break. Rehearsals a re tentatively scheduled to begin
the week that classes sta rt up, a nd will
probably entail two or three evenings a
week for the main roles.

'Choose Me '
Short On
Quality
Options
By Kim Ca hill
" Choose Me" is an enigmatic film.
<That 's r ight- this is a film , not a
movie!) I wa nted desperately to like it
because it is so pleasing to the senses,
but it lacks the one element I find essential- some semblance of a believable
plot.
The story here is about three characters and the interweave of the rela tionships between them . Lesley Ann
Warren is E ve, who owns a bar in a
seedy section of Los Angeles.
Genevieve Bujold plays Ann, a radio
sex therapist a Ia Dr. Ruth Westheimer
who shares a house with E ve , and Keith
Carradine plays an escaped mental
patient who becomes involved with
both Eve and Ann.
While the characters are initially interesting, especially Carradine 's drifter with an incredible past and a unique
outlook on life , their actions as the story
progresses border on irrationality. Eve
spends most of her time away from the
bar calling the radio show sex therapist
for advice and looking puzzled about
her future.
Ann progresses from eccentric and
reserved to inhabiting her own private
fantasy world. She seemed so totally
un.hinged that I wondered why no one
around her noticed or said anything.
The plot moves from complex to confused to incomprehensible . Some of the
events on the screen were funny just
because they were so incongruous-like
Ann quietly counselling two of Eve's
lovers who are engaged in a violent
struggle on the Jiving room floor , or
Eve's day-after-day phone calls to
Ann's radio show. She has the same
problem every day but always uses a
different name, so no one seems to
realize that she's the same person
calling every day.
Besides Carradine's rock-solid performance as the wandering mental
patient, " Choose Me"'s other
r edeeming feature is the stylized
beauty of the production. Los Angeles
is a steamy, funky nighttime city, with
suitably funky inhabitants on its streets
and inside Eve's bar. The atmosphere
is due in no small part to Teddy Pendergrass's soulful score. The lush
ballads are a perfect accompaniment to
the stylized Los Angeles that the director has put on film .

Save a Suit, Draft a Lawyer
By Mike McCarthy and Bruce Vielmetti
Maybe a hundred times a week or so,
someone tells us how humdrumuniform Room 200 interviews are.
We've never quite agreed with this
point of view. Isn't everybody doing the
limbo rock and having cavity searches
for dangerous drugs up there?
Notwithstanding our own interviewing good times, we think there's a
better way. The new sys tem would do
away with all the discomfort of Room
200 while s till affording Jaw s tudents a n
obscenely easy method of merging with
the upper class.
The answer is a Jaw firm draft, like
the NFL. Firms just send agents to a
banquet room in Reno or somewhere
every year and pick those of use they
want. Then each of us would only need
to negotiate with the one firm which has
our " rights," cutting down on wasted
fly-back time, dry cleaning bills, and
mental anguish over what city to live
in.
The basic workings go thusly :
1. There would be multiple levels of
the draft- national , regional and
metropolitan perhaps. Each student
and each firm could elect to participate
in only one level. This would prevent
any one school or firm from dominating
a market. A Jesson from the sports
leagues : Parity sweetens everyone's
pot.
2. Within each level firms would pick
in the reverse order of their " Coif
Quotient. " We haven't worked out the
numbers yet, but the "C.Q.'' would be a
composite measure of things like number of ex-federal clerks, hour ly rates,
Supre me Court appearances, and
Volvos.

3. To enter the draft, each student
must of course be willing to submit to
urinalysis.
4. Firms will be permitted to trade
associates for associates or for a better
position in the draft much as in the
NBA. Wilmer, Culler and Pickering
could, for example, trade an aging, but
s punky Pickering, a quarter million
bucks, four future draft choices and
their rights to, say, the two of us, to
Dykema , Gosse tt for the chance to
bargain with Sam Dimon. It'd be a
cha ncy move for sure, but Dimon m ight
just be the all-around player Wilmer
had been looking for while Dykema
could us e the prestige, cas h , and a
couple of role-players off the bench like
us.
5. Any student who elected not to
work for the firm that drafted her,
would be required to s pend two years
doing public interest work before she
could re~nter the market on a freeagent basis.
6. There would be a s pecial category
called, simply, " The Franchise." It
would encourage top recruits to elect
non-national levels of the draft by forcing the national firms to s ubsidize the
" Franchise's " s alary at the smaller
firm and to buy her a brand new Volvo.
This could be financed with the money
saved on fly-backs . Ellen Deason, then,
could single-handedly lead a Hyatt
Legal Services into the big leagues
without having to wor k for peanuts or
drive an Escort.
Because fall hiring doesn 't interfere
with existing s ports draft s, the schools
and firm s could probably get a TV contract for the proceedings, maybe from

C-SP AN, and use that extra money to
remodel places like Room 200. If it
were turned into big dormer, maybe we
could finally catch a good nap without
being interrupted by professors'
questions.
When you consider the resources
available to meet the task, there's no
reason why we s hould remain burdened
by the costly, time consuming, anxietyridden interviewing system to get law

students jobs. The draft 's proven effectiveness in successful leagues like the
NBA and NFL and the U.S. Army make
it the obvious alternative.
If you don't think you could stand this
whole new process either, no sweat, it's
got one last advantage. Just declare
" hardship" s tatus and a pply to
business school.

Faculty Group Says Cut Summer Term
from page one
faculty research grants and result in
more Michigan residents in fall sections class. The report adds, " The mos t
significant loss would be the
elimination of a program that ma ny
students find benefi cial, even whe n
they didn't ask for it."
The recom menda llon given is to
elimina te the s ummer program without

ad versely affecting the interests of
those a lready enrolled. Apparently
that means that those s triving to
graduate early will not be denied the
opportunity.
But Churchill said,
" We're not convinced that we' ll be
gua ra nteed that option," and added
"one of our concerns is not only that
classes be offered in the s ummer of '85
but also in the summer of '86."

Another concern of King and Churchill is the speed with which alJ this is
ha ppening. "It doesn't give faculty
s tudents and alumni a chance to
respond," Churchill said. " We are
trying to... present our response to the
report but we don't know if we'll be
given the opportunity."
The second alternative explored by
the report would be to keep the first-

year program and reduce the upperclass progra m to a single intensive
course.
The third option would be to adopt a
one-course upper-class program and
limit the first year summer program to
volunteers.
The recommendation will be
discussed at a faculty meeting this
Friday.

- - - -Notices- - - TilE
A:\1ER ICA:"\
BAR
Association/ Law School Division is
sponsoring its annual competitions:
The Client Counseling Competi tion a nd
the National Appellate Advoca cy Competition. Contest entry deadlines a re
Nov. 30.
In add ition, the Fa m ily Law Section
of the Amer ican Ba r Association is
conducting the Howa rd C. Schwab
memor ial Essa y Contes t. F ifteen page
essays are due Apr il 5, 1985 on any
aspect of Family Law . All win ning entr ies will receive monetary awards and
be considered for publication in the

Family Law Quarterly.
Those interested should consult the
bulletin board outside the LSSS office
for details and Nancy Siegel for further
information (668-7532).
HEY TAX FANS; The Taxation section
ot uie 1Vllcwgan ·stale Bar announces
the Fourth Taxation Section Essay Contest. The topic is fede ral, state and
municipal taxation. The pr izes are
$1 ,000 and publication in the Michigan

Tax Law Journal, $500, a nd $200, for first, second, a nd third places. respectively. The deadline is February 1,
1985. F or more information , call
Donald Lansky at (313) 355-5000.
F INANCIAL AID : A booklet called
"Supplemental Sources of Financial
Aid" had been publis hed by the Financial Aid Office. Copies are available
from the Financial Aid Office, 409 Hutchins Hall, on the table outside Room
100 Hutchins, and in the third floor Jobby of Hutchins. This booklet will be
helpful to law students who wish to
locate exter nal sources of financial
assistance, whether or not they demonstrate financial need.
THE SFF BOARD would li ke the
acknowledge the following Jaw firms
which ha ve recently made a direct contr ibution to t he SFF employer
solicitation program . We are most
grateful for their support :
1) Duane, Morris & Heckscher
Philadelphia , P ennsylvania
2) Wiley & Rein

Washington, D.C.
3) Finley, Kumble, Wagner et al.
New York, New York
Fifty-six firm s are now participating in
the program.
FALL 1984, CALENDAR
P lease be reminded that the fall term
closes with a two-<lay rearrangement of
classes providing an automatic m a keup for classes missed during the Labor
Day and Thanksgiving break. Thus, all
classes will end on Friday, December
7th. The progression of c lasses for the
week of December 3rd is as follows:
Monday, December 3rd- attend
Monday classes
Tuesday, December 4th- attend
Tuesday classes
Wednesday, December 5th--attend
Monday classes
Thursday, December 6th- -attend
Thursday classes
Friday, December 7th----attend
Friday classes
The fall term exam period begins on

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 12 and ends on
Friday, Dec. 21. A final version of the
exam schedule (including room
assignments) will be posted on the firs t
floor registration bulletin board furing
the week of December 3rd. Please
make a point of checking it for any last
minute changes.
EXAM CHANGE
According
to
the
Academ ic
Regulation, students are eligible to take
a fi nal exam other than the scheduled
time if they ha ve :
1. an illness or death in the fami ly
2. 2 exams scheduled at the same time
3. 3 exams in consecutive exam periods
4. 10 credit hours of exams within a
two-<lay period
Students seeking exam changes s hould
see Rosemary Vicar y, 307 Hutchins
Hall, before the last day of classes.
WAR NING
Take special precautions with
outlines and various other important
papers. The approaching exam period
has alr eady triggered theft.

rearure

The UPI,s Bottom Five List
By Michael Barnes

President and narrowly avoided a
MondaJe upset.

"Say good night Dick ."
- Dan
"Good night Dick "
- Dick
It has been said by men wiser than
myself-of whom there are three or
four- that all good things must come to
an end. What they don't tell you is that
a ll things come to an end, whether
good, bad, or ugly. Take this Feature
page. I have been getting up every
Sunday morning for three semesters
now, trying to think of something intelligent to write in this column. Never
even came close. Now It's time to pass
the torch (or the buck) to someone else.

Not that the Barnes era, as it has
come to be known, has not been a fruitful one. ln my writings about such
diverse and stimulating topics as my
mail, my trip to Jackson prison, my
biography of William Henry Harrison,
a nd dining out in the basement of Hutchins Hall, I helped the RG become a
truly national publication, with patrons
as far away as Saline a nd Muskegon.
My name was even kicked around in
Stockholm in connection with the Nobel
Prize for Madwestern Law School
l\-1inor Editors, but the coveted award
finally went to Enoch Helfer of the
Grand Forks College of Law for his
series, "The Crisis of North Dakota's
Inner-Cities."
To be honest, I should admit that I
have used up all of my good stories. As
the roving consumer advocate of the
staff, I amazed you with my comparison of rutabaga prices in Ann Arbor's retail ma rket. As undercover investigator. I exposed the fraudulent
sale of " Writing and Advocacy
Outlines" to unsuspecting first-years.
Probably my most glorious moment
came j ust one month ago when, in the
face of desperate and well-organized
pressure from the opposition, I threw in
my endorsement of Huey P . Long for

Still, there are a number of articles
that I have already written or researched, and had put the back burner for
some Sunday morning that I couldn't
get out of bed. .My ' 'B-Iist" columns
(those of you who are still waiting for a
job offer know what a " B-Iist" is> do
not, of course, have the same
originality and in-depth analysis as my
published works, but you may as well
know what you could have gotten, had
the cards fallen differently. Here are
some summaries:
•IS J .J . DEAD? My older readers
may remember the untimely "death"
of BeaUe Paul McCartney in the late
1960's, a rumor which is now known to
have been started by Fidel Castro.
Very few readers know that in the
early 1960's , rumor had it that
Professor J .J . White had been ru n down
by a fighter jet while on vacation in
Manitoba. Are the rumors true? I'll
never tell. But I can give you a hint: if
you play a recording of Frankie Vallie's
" Big Girls Don't Cry" backwards at 78
rpm's, you can hear a deep voice say,
" J .J . isn't dead. .. he just went Chapter
Seven for a while" over and over again
• In a somewhat different vein Is THE
UNLIGHTABLE SPARK : A HISTORY
OF CHIEF J USTICE AND THE
SUPREMES. Those of you who attended the last two Law Revues surely
remember that illustrious pack of
mongrels, Chief Justice and the
Supremes. Brainchild of bassist Learned Barnes and gu itarist Thurgood
Douvan, the C.J .'s were first known by
such hits as Back In The U.C.C.,
That Old-Time Common Law, and
the " due process song" Whole Loua
Takin' Goin' On. The group picked
up Oliver Wendell Sa iler , Cardozo
Killian, Sandra Day O'Biberstein, and
Chief J ustice Frankfurter "The Hot-

dog" Elliot along the way, and achieved
county-wide eminence with their
famous performance in 1964 before
screaming fans a t Pioneer High 's
Holloway F ield. The band fell on hard
times when singer Escobido Kamisar
left for a solo career, but the group
plans one final performance sometime
in April.
•In my article FAMOUS MISTAKES
JN J UDICATURE, I looked at some of
the biggest blunders in legal history.
One example concerns an attorney in
Ketchikan , Alaska , named David
Kaprillian. KapriUian, who clerked for
Justice Brandeis in the 1937-38 term,
forgot to proofread the memo be wrote
to Brandeis in Erie Railroad v. Tom pkins- the opinion was supposed to
s tate that " (tl here is Qn~ federal
general common law," not "(l)here is
no federal general common law .' '
Kaprillian caught the error when the
opinion was published, but the damage
was done and he was banished to
Alaska . Another interesting story concer ns Judge Hand's famous ' 'risk
utility" formula . The true origin or the
B ; P x L formulation is a note written
by Hand to his secretary. in symbolic
notation, that he wanted a bagel ,
specifically, pumpernickel with extra
lox. His clerk thought it was a new
theory, and the rest is history. Finally,
my article looked into an alleged
statement by Jeremy Bentham that he
was " kidding'' when he said our goal
should be the greatest good for the
greatest number.
•In the current events area, I did
some research on the activities of the
ELMBUSTERS. Apparently. a group
of concerned students is urging universaly officials to begin stocking " herbacide ptlls" an anticipation of an attack
of Dutch Elm disease on Ann Arbor's
prime fohage The ' 'Eimbusters", as
they call themselves, admit that it is a
symbolic act. but plan to take part in a
"decay-m " on North Campus,

Law in the Raw

simulating with droopy arms the tragic
and senseless effects of an all-out
ep idemic
The Elmbusters have
a rranged a press conference a t Wayne
State, and in the event of an actual outbreak of Dutch elm disease in
Washtenaw County, "'•ll hold a silent
v1gil outside the Department of Hardwood Diseases.
•A "CA RDINAL" SIN is the name of
an artacle I began to write about the
latest coup by the Stanford Law School.
It is wtdely known that conservative
Supreme Court Justices William " The
Knife " Rehnquist and Sandra Day
O'Connor were classmates at Stanford
finishing first and thard m their
graduating class. Always one for a
good story, I visited Palo Alto to get the
scoop on Number Two 10 that prolific
year, and was floored by his identity:
none other than Has Honor Edwin
Meese III! Naturally. I got a little
suspicious and checked out the rest of
the top ten. Would you beheve that the
next six were, 10 order. J a mes Watt.
Paul Laxall, Pat Boone, Jimmy
Swaggarl, Nancy Davas, and Bonzo? I
imagane it's no surpnse who will be the
next appointees to the Court. Even the
death of Bonzo in 1973 won t prevent a
working majority of conservatives on
the bench . at turns out that Jesse
Helms lettered on the Cardinals' 1956
polo team . Sources in Was hington
believe that the Court will begin sitting
permanently in Santa Cruz as early as
1988.
So these stories are " the ones that got
away · · I've summanzed them for you,
and now my cr eative resources are
totally drained. I have enjoyed writing
for the RG for the last couple of years,
and I appreciate the comments I have
gotten from my readers. M~ most fervent wish is that some lime an my legal
career- just once, mmd you- I do
something that's as much fun as
working on this newspaper staff I'll
probably be fired for at So wha t

compiled by Dana Deane

Chicken Cops
Things were so slow in For t Fairfield
last
week that when a motorist complained about a
chicken in his parked car, police arrested the bird.
"C. Little," of Main Str eet, was booked on
charges of criminal trespass, criminal mischief,
public indecency, assault on an officer and littering.
Officers even ran a tape recording of C. Little
being r ead its rights.
The New York Times. ~ovember 20, 1984

New Government Terminology
Instead of lastang peace we now look forward to
"permanent pre-hostility" and rather than crash
landing, airplanes now have ··controlled flights into
terrain " These phrases were cited by a national
association of English teachers for their gross
misuse of our language. The wmning euphemism
was for the replacement of the word kiJJed when
d1scussing human nghts violat1ons : " arbitrary
depr ivation of life. ··
All Things Constdered, National PubUc Radio
November 21 , 1984

...

Ding Dong
A standard ding begins wath a " I certainly enjoyed meeting you,'' " H was a pleasure to have had
the opportunity to meet with you.'' " I enjoyed our
recent conversation," or "Thank you for taking the
time to talk with me. " Then they a I ways tell you
where they saw you; "in Ann Arbor, " " at
Michigan," ·•at the Unaversaly of Michigan," or the
more generic "while I was on your campus " I
know where we were. Sometames I thank they put
that part in just so that they remember where I was
when and if they review thear £ile copy.
The next paragraph normally includes a complimentary statement about the other people the interviewer spoke with during the interviewing
process. "I was also impressed and pleased with
the number and caliber of your peers who interviewed with me," etc. This let-the-candidate-downeasy phrase is usually followed by a "our clerkship
program is limited in size" disclaimer. These two
can be combined. with the resultant "there is an
ever-increasang number of very qualified applicants for such positions. from whom we must select
only a few."

The final paragraph is some sor t of expressaon of
confidence in your abilities to either land a JOb or
finish law school in spite of their firm's rejection
One firm said "I wish you well in your remamang interviews.'' but I don't really know what they wish I
wiUdo.
Now that you've gotten the idea of a sta ndard
ding, I would like to quote from not-so-standard
dings. After \\Tiling about how great everyone they
talked with was. one firm wrote. " Choosing a mong
them had been a difficult and perhaps inexact
process. While you made a very good personal impression on us, given the competition \\e had to
place perhaps undue emphasis on the collective
judgment of a law school's faculty as evidenced by
grades. Undoubtedly this will cause us to miss
some very good people for our summer program as
I think we have done in your case." If you think I
am so great, why don 't you hire me in spite of the
collective judgment of the faculty ? Also, is this a
firm form letter? 1f so, you must have by-passed all
the good people and flown-back all the lousy ones.

